














5:25, Let us carry out [stoichomen] our daily lives
5:26, Do not think of yourself as better
[ginometha kenodoxoi]
6:1, restore [katartizete]
6:2, bear [bastazete] one another’s burdens6:2, bear [bastazete] one another’s burdens
6:4, consider [dokimazeto]
6:6, share goods [koinoneito]
6:7, do not be deceived [me planasthe]
6:9, do not become weary [me egkakomen] in 
dong the right thing
6:10, let us work [ergazometha]



1. If someone is caught in a sin, you who are 
spiritual should restore him gently.
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“Conflict is a part of life, 
but that doesn't mean 

we need to accept 
bitterness and broken 

relationships. 

But before we can 
properly heal 

our relationships with 
others, 

we must let God heal our 
relationship with 

himself.”



2. Watch yourself, or you also may be tempted.
A man reaps what he sows.
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3. Carry each other’s burdens, and in this way 
you will fulfill the law of Christ.
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Paragraph 1, The Constitution
Para. 104, Our Doctrinal Standards
and General Rules
Para. 160-166, Social PrinciplesPara. 160-166, Social Principles
Para. 201-269, The Local Church
• 226 Care of Children and Youth
• 228 Care of Members
Para. 2501-2552, Church Property
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4. Do good to all people, especially to those who 
belong to the family of believers 
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